
Translation:
Note about the rubber straps from the VM40: When adjusting the head 
straps, please loosen the buckle of the straps, then adjust them. The 
straps, which are made of rubber, aren't attached by the owner. 



 
Translation:
 VM40

The German Volksgasmaske (Folksgasmask)
Protects against every chemical agent, except carbonmonoxide
and "Leuchtgas" (Leuchtgas being some form of ''coal gas'')

Manual produced by the Reichsluftfahrtsministerium 









Translation:
Description: The Volksgasmaske VM40 is made out of:
1. VM40 mask
2. Filter

The VM40 mask consists of:
1. The front and sides of the mask are made out of rubber
2. The Exhale valve (flapper valve)
3. 2 Eye lenses, with 2 "Klarscheiben" (Anti Dimming Inserts)
4. Thread with the inhale valve 

The VM filter is made of:
1. filter case
2. filter material

Sizes:
The VM is build in 4 sizes.
Size "M-UE":  Oversized Men's
Size "M": Men's
Size "F": Women
Size "K": Children

The size number is shown underneath the filter thread. 

Store the VM40 and filter in the original box.
The box contains a mask stretcher and the exhale valve cap. 

Putting the mask on:
First screw the filter on the mask, then put it over your with both of 
your hands. Put your chin in the right place and check whether all 
straps are in the correct position.

The eyelenses have to be on the level of your eyes, so that you can 
see enough. If you have to position the mask onto your face, don't 
grab your mask from the exhale valve!



Translation:
Leak proofing: Press the filter thread, where the air goes though 
together and breath in. If the mask sits correctly on your face, a 
vacuum is created.

Clean the mask only with water and a clean rag! Block the inhale 
valve, before you clean the VM.
Take care of the mask:
Protect the mask of any form of damage! Repair little tears with a 
bike repairing set.
Protect the filter as well. Do not leave it near water!



Always have your mask by your side! Use a haversack or the neck 
strap of the mask to carry it. 

"Take more care of your gas mask than you do of your clothes. It 
may save your life!"


